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Discusses the formation, composition, properties and processing of the principal fossil
and biofuels, ideal for graduate students and professionals.
The tight propylene market contributed to the rising of new and novel lower-cost
chemical processes for on-purpose propylene production technologies. Propane
Dehydrogenation (PDH) technology is one of the promising processes that arises to
fulfill this need. This report analyzes a PDH process similar to UOP Oleflex. It is
presented a detailed technical and economic evaluation of a unit located in the US Gulf
Coast. Also, the evaluation is conducted for a plant constructed in Brazil and China.
Although China presented the lowest CAPEX, the USA presented the most attractive
return of investment, due to the availability of low price propane, obtained from shale
gas. The rising number of planned plants for both regions confirms such trends. About
the Technology Economics Program It is a program that provides, by way of periodic
reports, in-depth techno-economic assessments covering mature process technologies
used by the chemical, polymer, refining and allied industries. Each report presents the
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following topics: process flow diagrams and description heat and material balances
major equipment list equipment cost estimates bulk material and installation costs
inside and outside battery limits capital costs process yields, raw material and utility
consumptions fixed costs contributions process profitability by location
This is a free full sample report offered by Intratec Solutions to demonstrate, in
advance, the type of information you will get when you buy one of our reports, offering
the same standard and structure (types of graphs, tables and descriptions) that you will
find in all of our Cost Analysis Overview reports. This report presents alternatives for
producing PG Propylene from different feedstocks and a cost comparison of these
alternatives, across different countries. More specifically, the report compares the costs
of PG Propylene production through the following pathways: * Pathway 1: Propylene
Production from Light Naphtha * Pathway 2: Propylene Production from Ethylene and
Butenes * Pathway 3: Propylene Production from Propane (with Hydrogen Generation)
Pathway 1 corresponds to a steam cracker for Propylene production (ethylene as coproduct). In Pathway 2, Propylene is produced via metathesis reaction of ethylene with
2-butene (present in raffinate-2 feedstock). In Pathway 3, propane is dehydrogenated to
Propylene with hydrogen generated being valued as fuel. The analysis presented in this
report includes: * A comparison of the economic potential of the pathways listed above
in several countries, comprising: - Comparative analysis of capital costs - Comparative
analysis of production costs * Comparison between product price and raw materials
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costs of each pathway - An overview of each production pathway, including: - Raw
material(s) consumption figures and product(s) generated - Related technology
licensors and block flow diagram of representative industrial processes Keywords:
Propene, Ethene, Steam Cracking, PDH, Propane Dehydrogenation, Olefins
Conversion Technology, OCT
Publisher Description
Gas separation by membranes has acquired increasing importance in the
petrochemical industry and is now a relatively well-established unit operation, especially
in the monomer recovery of polymer production processes. Considering the current
tight monomers market, polymer degassing steps present potential improvement
opportunities, through the recovery of vent streams containing monomers. The
economic analysis presented in this report is based upon the installation of a
membrane-based propylene recovery unit in a polypropylene plant, a unit similar to
MTR VaporSep(r). Such measure was demonstrated to be attractive in the US Gulf
Coast, due to propylene scarcity, which has recently raised its market value. The
alternative of using such vent streams as fuel showed to be less interesting, since fuel
prices are low, due to natural gas growing offerings. About the Publication Program The
Improvement Economics Program is a program that provides, by way of periodic
reports, insightful and unbiased reviews on process improvement opportunities, from
both a technical and economic perspective. Each report presents the following topics:
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opportunity description schematics, such as flow diagrams technical details, such as
heat and material balances, key performance indicators environmental impact analysis
capital and operating costs breakdown alternative solutions overview
Chemical Technology is based on lectures the author gave at the Technische
Hochschule of Karlsruhe and at the University of Freiburg. Part 1 of this book deals with
chemical technology and describes subjects dealing with apparatus, unit operations,
and chemical economics. The text reviews industrial chemical reactions, raw materials
preparation for reaction, thermal and catalytic processes, and a history of chemical
technology. This part also addresses transportation, storage of raw materials, and the
design and construction of a chemical factory. Part 2 concerns special chemical
technology, including topics such as raw material upgrading; processing of products in
the chemical industry; and unit processes application toward consumer goods
production. This part reviews materials sourcing from animals, minerals, and
vegetables, such as processing of products from living organisms, the recovery of
sugar, starch, and other carbohydrates. The book also reviews products of the chemical
industry including low-molecular weight consumer goods, detergents, aromas,
explosives, plastics, elastomers, synthetic leather, textile, and some building materials.
Chemistry students, chemical and process technology students, and mechanical
engineering students with interest in chemistry will find this book valuable.
Direct Natural Gas Conversion to Value-Added Chemicals comprehensively discusses
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all major aspects of natural gas conversion and introduces a broad spectrum of recent
technological developments. Specifically, the book describes heterogeneous and
homogeneous catalysis, microwave-assisted conversion, non-thermal plasma
conversion, electrochemical conversion, and novel chemical looping conversion
approaches. Provides an excellent benchmark resource for the industry and academics
Appeals to experienced researchers as well as newcomers to the field, despite the
variety of contributing authors and the complexity of the material covered Includes all
aspects of direct natural gas conversion: fundamental chemistry, different routes of
conversion, catalysts, catalyst deactivation, reaction engineering, novel conversion
concepts, thermodynamics, heat and mass transfer issues, system design, and recent
research and development Discusses new developments in natural gas conversion and
future challenges and opportunities This book is as an excellent resource for advanced
students, technology developers, and researchers in chemical engineering, industrial
chemistry, and others interested in the conversion of natural gas.
Sustainable development is an area that has world-wide appeal,from developed
industrialized countries to the developing world.Development of innovative technologies
to achieve sustainability isbeing addressed by many European countries, the USA and
also Chinaand India. The need for chemical processes to be safe, compact,flexible,
energy efficient, and environmentally benign andconducive to the rapid
commercialization of new products poses newchallenges for chemical engineers. This
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book examines the newest technologies for sustainabledevelopment in chemical
engineering, through careful analysis ofthe technical aspects, and discussion of the
possible fields ofindustrial development. The book is broad in its coverage, and is
divided into foursections: Energy Production, covering renewable energies,innovative
solar technologies, cogeneration plants, and smartgrids Process Intensification,
describing why it is importantin the chemical and petrochemical industry, the
engineeringapproach, and nanoparticles as a smart technology forbioremediation Biobased Platform Chemicals, including the productionof bioethanol and biodiesel,
bioplastics production andbiodegradability, and biosurfactants Soil and Water
Remediation, covering water managementand re-use, and soil remediation
technologies Throughout the book there are case studies and examples ofindustrial
processes in practice.
This book provides an unparalleled contemporary assessment of hydrocarbon
chemistry – presenting basic concepts, current research, and future applications. •
Comprehensive and updated review and discussion of the field of hydrocarbon
chemistry • Includes literature coverage since the publication of the previous edition •
Expands or adds coverage of: carboxylation, sustainable hydrocarbons, extraterrestrial
hydrocarbons • Addresses a topic of special relevance in contemporary science, since
hydrocarbons play a role as a possible replacement for coal, petroleum oil, and natural
gas as well as their environmentally safe use • Reviews of prior edition: “...literature
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coverage is comprehensive and ideal for quickly reviewing specific topics...of most
value to industrial chemists...” (Angewandte Chemie) and “...useful for chemical
engineers as well as engineers in the chemical and petrochemical industries.”
(Petroleum Science and Technology)
A comprehensive study about on-purpose propylene production via propane
dehydrogenation (PDH), a promising alternative that arises from the growing availability
of low-cost propane in the United States, due to the exploitation of shale gas in the
country. The technical aspects of a PDH process similar to the UOP Oleflex technology
are reviewed. The analysis also includes estimates for both the capital investment and
the operating costs of typical plants on the US Gulf Coast and in China. This study
follows the same pattern as all Technology Economics studies developed by Intratec.
About Technology Economics Technology Economics studies are advisory services
ordered by leading chemical companies, which are disclosed to public after an
agreeded upon period of time. All Technology Economics studies are based on the
same rigorous methodology and well-defined structure, encompassing: Process flow
diagrams and material balances Raw material and utility consumptions Major
equipment sizing Inside and outside battery limits capital costs Detailed fixed and
variable manufacturing expenses
This book provides a powerful source to develop new, rapid and highly efficient
materials for the application in various fields of oil and gas. It focuses on the synthesis,
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characterization and applications of various Nanomaterials, presenting the state-of-theart in developments and innovations in nanocomposites. This book provides the
complete practical and theoretical information about the synthesis of nanoparticles with
potential use in the field of oil and gas.
Despite the length of time it has been around, its importance, and vast amounts of
research, combustion is still far from being completely understood. Environmental, cost,
and fuel consumption issues add further complexity, particularly in the process and
power generation industries. Dedicated to advancing the art and science of industrial
combusti
Ammonia Fuel Cells covers all aspects of ammonia fuel cell technologies and their
applications, including their theoretical analysis, modeling studies and experimental
investigations. The book analyzes the role of integrated ammonia fuel cell systems
within various renewable energy resources and existing energy systems. Covers the
types of ammonia fuel cells that have been developed over history Features
explanations of the underlying fundamentals and principles of ammonia fuel cells, along
with methods to assess the performance of different types of cell Includes case studies
considering different applications of ammonia fuel cells and their significance in the
future of clean energy
Elements of Petrochemical Engineering book is meant for the students, teachers and
practicing Engineers.This book contains the manufacture, properties and applications of
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important petrochemicals. Important information's about feedstocks and applications of
petrochemical derived products, status of Indian Petrochemical Industry and
environment standards for the petrochemical plant are given in the appendices.It also
contains short questions and answers and multiple choice questions and answers
drawn from examination papers of various engineering colleges for the benefits of the
students. The book is targeted to benefit the following : Diploma in Engineering
Students, Degree in Engineering Students, AMIE AMIIM, AMIICHE students, Faculty
members and teaching staff, Practicing Engineers/Professionals. Latest and updated
informations/ data/statistics pertaining to the subject matter has been included in the
edition for the benefit of the readers.
Sodium hypochlorite is an excellent disinfecting agent employed in water treatment,
cleaning and laundry operations. Transport and handling safety concerns have direct
public opinion towards the use of sodium hypochlorite rather than chlorine gas in water
treatment, which represents a significant market expansion potential. This publication
reviews the technical aspects of a industrial bleach production process similar to the
Solvay Chemicals. The analysis also includes estimates for both the capital investment
and the operating costs of typical plants on the US Gulf Coast and in Brazil. This study
follows the same pattern as all Technology Economics studies developed by Intratec.
About Technology Economics Technology Economics studies are advisory services
ordered by leading chemical companies, which are disclosed to public after an
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agreeded upon period of time. All Technology Economics studies are based on the
same rigorous methodology and well-defined structure, encompassing: Process flow
diagrams and material balances Raw material and utility consumptions Major
equipment sizing Inside and outside battery limits capital costs Detailed fixed and
variable manufacturing expenses
Ethylene is most frequently produced from petroleum-based feedstock. However, rising
oil prices coupled with global concerns about sustainability and global warming have
motivated research into ethylene manufacture from renewable sources. Fermentationderived ethanol has been increasingly used as raw material for renewable ethylene
production, presenting the primary advantage of being made from CO2 removed from
the atmosphere. The technical aspects of a process to produce ethylene via ethanol
dehydration are reviewed, as well as the key economic parameters for the profitability
of an ethanol dehydration plant. This study follows the same pattern as all Technology
Economics studies developed by Intratec. About Technology Economics Technology
Economics studies are advisory services ordered by leading chemical companies,
which are disclosed to public if they allow so. All Technology Economics studies are
based on the same rigorous methodology and well-defined structure, encompassing:
Process flow diagrams and material balances Raw material and utility consumptions
Major equipment sizing Inside and outside battery limits capital costs Detailed fixed and
variable manufacturing expenses
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This report presents alternatives for producing PG Propylene from different feedstocks
and a cost comparison of these alternatives, across different countries. More
specifically, the report compares the costs of PG Propylene production through the
following pathways:* Pathway 1: Propylene Production from Light Naphtha* Pathway 2:
Propylene Production from Ethylene and Butenes* Pathway 3: Propylene Production
from Propane (with Hydrogen Generation)Pathway 1 corresponds to a steam cracker
for Propylene production (ethylene as co-product). In Pathway 2, Propylene is produced
via metathesis reaction of ethylene with 2-butene (present in raffinate-2 feedstock). In
Pathway 3, propane is dehydrogenated to Propylene with hydrogen generated being
valued as fuel. The analysis presented in this report includes:* A comparison of the
economic potential of the pathways listed above in several countries, comprising: *
Comparative analysis of capital costs * Comparative analysis of production costs *
Comparison between product price and raw materials costs of each pathway * An
overview of each production pathway, including: * Raw material(s) consumption figures
and product(s) generated * Related technology licensors and block flow diagram of
representative industrial processes Keywords: Propene, Ethene, Steam Cracking, PDH,
Propane Dehydrogenation, Olefins Conversion Technology, OCT
This authoritative work represents a broad treatment of the field, including the basic
principles of membrane reactors, a comparative study of these and conventional fixedbed reactors or multi-tube reactors, modeling, industrial applications, and emerging
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applications -- all based on case studies and model reactions with a stringent
mathematical framework. The significant progress made over the last few years in this
inherently hot multidisciplinary field is summarized in a competent manner, such that
the novice can grasp the elementary concepts, while professionals can familiarize
themselves with the latest developments in the area. For the industrial practitioner, this
practical book covers all important current and potential future applications.
Leveraging Synergies Between Refining and Petrochemical Processes provides a
detailed description of the interfaces and connections between crude oil refining and
petrochemicals. It offers a view of global and regional markets and economic
opportunities for synergies between these sectors. Features: Shows a global and
regional market outlook for crude oil refining and petrochemical sectors Explores
economic and market opportunities for taking advantage of the synergies between both
sectors Analyzes the technical challenges and opportunities that come with these
synergies Gives an outlook and prediction of what companies will be able to achieve in
the mid-term future Provides introductory and explanatory material as well as in-depth
insight into future technology and market developments This book serves as a
reference for professionals in chemical engineering, oil and gas engineering, and
industrial chemistry. It aims to help engineers and industry professionals understand
the challenges and the potential benefits of developing expansion or optimization
projects that may bridge the gap between refining and petrochemicals.
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Comprehensive Biomaterials brings together the myriad facets of biomaterials into one,
major series of six edited volumes that would cover the field of biomaterials in a major,
extensive fashion: Volume 1: Metallic, Ceramic and Polymeric Biomaterials Volume 2:
Biologically Inspired and Biomolecular Materials Volume 3: Methods of Analysis
Volume 4: Biocompatibility, Surface Engineering, and Delivery Of Drugs, Genes and
Other Molecules Volume 5: Tissue and Organ Engineering Volume 6: Biomaterials and
Clinical Use Experts from around the world in hundreds of related biomaterials areas
have contributed to this publication, resulting in a continuum of rich information
appropriate for many audiences. The work addresses the current status of nearly all
biomaterials in the field, their strengths and weaknesses, their future prospects,
appropriate analytical methods and testing, device applications and performance,
emerging candidate materials as competitors and disruptive technologies, and strategic
insights for those entering and operational in diverse biomaterials applications,
research and development, regulatory management, and commercial aspects. From
the outset, the goal was to review materials in the context of medical devices and tissue
properties, biocompatibility and surface analysis, tissue engineering and controlled
release. It was also the intent both, to focus on material properties from the
perspectives of therapeutic and diagnostic use, and to address questions relevant to
state-of-the-art research endeavors. Reviews the current status of nearly all
biomaterials in the field by analyzing their strengths and weaknesses, performance as
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well as future prospects Presents appropriate analytical methods and testing
procedures in addition to potential device applications Provides strategic insights for
those working on diverse application areas such as R&D, regulatory management, and
commercial development
With contributions from experts from both the industry and academia, this book
presents the latest developments in the identified areas. In addition, a thorough and
updated coverage of the traditional aspects of heterogeneous catalysis such as
preparation, characterization and use in well-established technologies such as nitration,
ammoxidation and hydrofluorination is included. This book incorporates appropriate
case studies, explanatory notes, and schematics for more clarity and better
understanding.
The Earth's natural resources are finite and easily compromised by contamination from
industrial chemicals and byproducts from the degradation of consumer products. The
growing field of green and sustainable chemistry seeks to address this through the
development of products and processes that are environmentally benign while
remaining economically viable. Inorganic chemistry plays a critical role in this endeavor
in areas such as resource extraction and isolation, renewable energy, catalytic
processes, waste minimization and avoidance, and renewable industrial feedstocks.
Sustainable Inorganic Chemistry presents a comprehensive overview of the many new
developments taking place in this rapidly expanding field, in articles that discuss
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fundamental concepts alongside cutting-edge developments and applications. The
volume includes educational reviews from leading scientists on a broad range of topics
including: inorganic resources, sustainable synthetic methods, alternative reaction
conditions, heterogeneous catalysis, photocatalysis, sustainable nanomaterials,
renewable and clean fuels, water treatment and remediation, waste valorization and life
cycle sustainability assessment. The content from this book will be added online to the
Encyclopedia of Inorganic and Bioinorganic Chemistry.
This report presents a cost analysis of Polymer Grade (PG) Propylene production from
light naphtha feedstock using a typical steam cracking process. In this process,
naphtha is thermally cracked at low severity conditions, maximizing Propylene to
ethylene ratio. Besides PG Propylene and PG ethylene, the process also generates
pygas and a mixed C4s stream as by-products. This report was developed based
essentially on the following reference(s): "Ethylene", Ullmann's Encyclopedia of
Industrial Chemistry, 7th edition Keywords: Ethene, Propene, Pyrolysis Gasoline,
Hydrocarbon Pyrolysis, Cracking Furnace, Lummus, KBR, Technip, Linde, S&W
Presents comprehensive coverage of process intensification and integration for
sustainable design, along with fundamental techniques and experiences from the
industry Drawing from fundamental techniques and recent industrial experiences, this
book discusses the many developments in process intensification and integration and
focuses on increasing sustainability via several overarching topics such as Sustainable
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Manufacturing, Energy Saving Technologies, and Resource Conservation and Pollution
Prevention Techniques. Process Intensification and Integration for Sustainable Design
starts discussions on: shale gas as an option for the production of chemicals and
challenges for process intensification; the design and techno-economic analysis of
separation units to handle feedstock variability in shale gas treatment; RO-PRO
desalination; and techno-economic and environmental assessment of ultrathin
polysulfone membranes for oxygen-enriched combustion. Next, it looks at process
intensification of membrane-based systems for water, energy, and environment
applications; the design of internally heat-integrated distillation column (HIDiC); and
graphical analysis and integration of heat exchanger networks with heat pumps.
Decomposition and implementation of large-scale interplant heat integration is covered,
as is the synthesis of combined heat and mass exchange networks (CHAMENs) with
renewables. The book also covers optimization strategies for integrating and
intensifying housing complexes; a sustainable biomass conversion process
assessment; and more. Covers the many advances and changes in process
intensification and integration Provides side-by-side discussions of fundamental
techniques and recent industrial experiences to guide practitioners in their own
processes Presents comprehensive coverage of topics relevant, among others, to the
process industry, biorefineries, and plant energy management Offers insightful analysis
and integration of reactor and heat exchanger network Looks at optimization of
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integrated water and multi-regenerator membrane systems involving multicontaminants Process Intensification and Integration for Sustainable Design is an ideal
book for process engineers, chemical engineers, engineering scientists, engineering
consultants, and chemists.
There is an increasing need to find cost-effective and environmentally sound methods
of converting natural resources into fuels, chemicals and energy; catalysts are pivotal to
such processes. Catalysis highlights major developments in this area. Coverage of this
Specialist Periodical Report includes all major areas of heterogeneous catalysis. n each
volume, specific areas of current interest are reviewed. Examples of topics include
experimental methods, acid/base catalysis, materials synthesis, environmental
catalysis, and syngas conversion.
Technology Economics: Propylene Via Propane DehydrogenationIntratec Solutions
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
Understanding and modeling the kinetics of chemical reactions is crucial to any
research and development effort aimed at process optimization and innovation. This
volume of Advances in Chemical Engineering provides four complementary points of
view. It reflects state-of-the-art developments as well as views on the way to proceed
by reporting on the efforts of a representative, sample of research and development
groups. A first contribution by W.H. Green Jr. sets the scene. The author advocates a
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paradigm shift in chemical kinetics from "postdictive" to predictive models. The
contribution from the Politecnico di Milano reports on the tremendous experience
accumulated over the years in the field of steam cracking, one of the largest scale
production processes of the petrochemical industry. The Russian school of chemical
kinetics is represented by a chapter on oxidation of alkanes, this contribution addresses
more "philosophical" issues. The last chapter gives an indication of the state-of-the-art
in an industrial environment. Provides original reviews Presents leading chemical
engineers as authors Reviews state-of-the-art developments
The principal aim of this book is to introduce chemists through a tutorial approach to the
use of microwaves by examining several experiments of microwave chemistry and
materials processing. It will subsequently enable chemists to fashion their own
experiments in microwave chemistry or materials processing. Microwave heating has
become a popular methodology in introducing thermal energy in chemical reactions and
material processing in laboratory-scale experiments. Several research cases where
microwave heating has been used in a wide range of fields have been reported,
including organic synthesis, polymers, nanomaterials, biomaterials, and ceramic
sintering, among others. In most cases, microwave equipment is used as a simple heat
source. Therefore the principal benefits of microwave radiation have seldom been taken
advantage of. One reason is the necessity to understand the nature of
electromagnetism, microwave engineering, and thermodynamics. However, it is difficult
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for a chemist to appreciate these in a short time, so they act as barriers for the chemist
who might take an interest in the use of microwave radiation. This book helps to
overcome these barriers by using figures and diagrams instead of equations as much
as possible.
Reflecting the R&D efforts in the field that have resulted in a plethora of novel
applications over the past decade, this handbook gives a comprehensive overview of
the tangible benefits of nanotechnology in catalysis. By bridging fundamental research
and industrial development, it provides a unique perspective on this scientifically and
economically important field. While the first three parts are devoted to preparation and
characterization of nanocatalysts, the final three provide in-depth insights into their
applications in the fine chemicals industry, the energy industry, and for environmental
protection, with expert authors reporting on real-life applications that are on the brink of
commercialization. Timely reading for catalytic chemists, materials scientists, chemists
in industry, and process engineers.
A reference that details the pertinent chemical reactions and emphasizes the plant
design and operations of petroleum processing procedures. The handbook is divided
into four sections: products, refining, manufacturing processes, and treating processes.
Wherever possible, shortcut methods of calcula
The global fine and speciality chemicals industry is a vitalsegment within the chemical value
chain, catering to a multitude of societal and industrial needs.Regulatory, sustainability and
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consumer forces have been constantlyshaping the business fundamentals of this industry.
Developingvalue creation strategies, which embed economic, environmental andsocial
sustainability components, will need a comprehensiveassessment of business, scientific and
technological challengesfacing the industry. Sustainable Value Creation in the Fine and
SpecialityChemicals Industry assesses sustainable value creation optionsagainst the backdrop
of global mega trends that are defi ning thepresent and future course of the industry. It
discusses innovativestrategies in feedstocks, R&D, technology, manufacturing,resource
management and the supply chain as well as thesignificance of the bio-based chemical
economy in enablingsustainable value creation in the fine and speciality chemicalsindustry.
Topics covered include: • Transformation in the fine and speciality chemicalsbusiness •
Sustainable management: evolution, transitions andtools • Research and technology directions
• Resource optimization strategies • Bio-based chemicals, specialities and polymers •
Sustainable practices in the fine and speciality chemicalsindustry • Sustainable value creation
strategies Sustainable Value Creation in the Fine and SpecialityChemicals Industry presents a
comprehensive overview of strategic options for sustainability management in theglobal fine
and speciality chemicals industry. It will be avaluable resource for chemists and chemical
engineers involved inthe design and development of economically, environmentally andsocially
sustainable practices for the future.
Energy Systems Engineering is one of the most exciting and fastest growing fields in
engineering. Modeling and simulation plays a key role in Energy Systems Engineering
because it is the primary basis on which energy system design, control, optimization, and
analysis are based. This book contains a specially curated collection of recent research articles
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on the modeling and simulation of energy systems written by top experts around the world from
universities and research labs, such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Yale University,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, National Energy Technology Laboratory of
the US Department of Energy, University of Technology Sydney, McMaster University, Queens
University, Purdue University, the University of Connecticut, Technical University of Denmark,
the University of Toronto, Technische Universität Berlin, Texas A&M, the University of
Pennsylvania, and many more. The key research themes covered include energy systems
design, control systems, flexible operations, operational strategies, and systems analysis. The
addressed areas of application include electric power generation, refrigeration cycles, natural
gas liquefaction, shale gas treatment, concentrated solar power, waste-to-energy systems,
micro-gas turbines, carbon dioxide capture systems, energy storage, petroleum refinery unit
operations, Brayton cycles, to name but a few.
Comprehensive Membrane Science and Engineering, Second Edition is an interdisciplinary
and innovative reference work on membrane science and technology. Written by leading
researchers and industry professionals from a range of backgrounds, chapters elaborate on
recent and future developments in the field of membrane science and explore how the field has
advanced since the previous edition published in 2010. Chapters are written by academics and
practitioners across a variety of fields, including chemistry, chemical engineering, material
science, physics, biology and food science. Each volume covers a wide spectrum of
applications and advanced technologies, such as new membrane materials (e.g. thermally
rearranged polymers, polymers of intrinsic microporosity and new hydrophobic fluoropolymer)
and processes (e.g. reverse electrodialysis, membrane contractors, membrane crystallization,
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membrane condenser, membrane dryers and membrane emulsifiers) that have only recently
proved their full potential for industrial application. This work covers the latest advances in
membrane science, linking fundamental research with real-life practical applications using
specially selected case studies of medium and large-scale membrane operations to
demonstrate successes and failures with a look to future developments in the field. Contains
comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage, helping readers understand the latest theory Offers
readers a variety of perspectives on how membrane science and engineering research can be
best applied in practice across a range of industries Provides the theory behind the limits,
advantages, future developments and failure expectations of local membrane operations in
emerging countries
The first guide to compile current research and frontline developments in the science of
process intensification (PI), Re-Engineering the Chemical Processing Plant illustrates the
design, integration, and application of PI principles and structures for the development and
optimization of chemical and industrial plants. This volume updates professionals on emerging
PI equipment and methodologies to promote technological advances and operational efficacy
in chemical, biochemical, and engineering environments and presents clear examples
illustrating the implementation and application of specific process-intensifying equipment and
methods in various commercial arenas.
The rise of shale gas and the consequent reduction in propane prices added to the interest
about Propane Dehydrogenation (PDH) processes - one of on-purpose propylene production
technologies. This publication reviews the technical aspects of a PDH technology similar to the
Uhde STAR process(r), which employs an oxydehydrogenation step. The analysis also
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includes estimates for both the capital investment and the operating costs of typical plants on
the US Gulf Coast and in China. This study follows the same pattern as all Technology
Economics studies developed by Intratec. About Technology Economics Technology
Economics studies are advisory services ordered by leading chemical companies, which are
disclosed to public after an agreeded upon period of time. All Technology Economics studies
are based on the same rigorous methodology and well-defined structure, encompassing:
Process flow diagrams and material balances Raw material and utility consumptions Major
equipment sizing Inside and outside battery limits capital costs Detailed fixed and variable
manufacturing expenses
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